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Abstract 

In this paper development research on the electromagnetic braking system is studied. Braking System should ensure the 

safety and comfort of the passenger, driver and other road user. The brake must be strong enough to stop the vehicle 

during emergency within shortest distance. The convential braking system is bulky and power to weight ratio is low. 

Electromagnetic braking system is high-tech braking system find its use in small & heavy vehicle like car, jeep, truck, 

busses etc. This paper represent about minimizing the brake failure in order to avoid the accident. It also reduces the 

maintenance of braking system. The effectiveness of brake should remain constant. The proper cooling of brake gives 

anti fade character and efficient operation of brake. Proper lubrication and maintenance must be done to operate brake 

safe, effective and progressive with minimum fatigue to driver. This system provides better response time for 

emergency situations and in general keeps the friction brake working longer and safer [1], [2].  
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Introduction 

A Electromagnetic brakes (also called electro-mechanical brakes or EM brakes) slow or stop motion using 

electromagnetic force to apply mechanical resistance (friction). The original name was "electro-mechanical brakes" but 

over the years the name changed to "electromagnetic brakes", referring to their actuation method. Since becoming 

popular in the mid-20th century especially in trains and trams, the variety of applications and brake designs has 

increased dramatically, but the basic operation remains the same. Electromagnetic brakes are the brakes working on the 

electric power & magnetic power [3]. They works on the principle of electromagnetism.  These brakes are an excellent 

replacement on the convectional brakes due to their many advantages. The reason for implementing this brake in 

automobiles is to reduce wear in brakes as it frictionless. Electromagnetic brakes are of today’s automobiles. The 

working principle of this system is that when the magnetic flux passes through and perpendicular to the rotating wheel 

the eddy current flows opposite to the rotating wheel/rotor direction. This eddy current trying to stop the rotating wheel 

or rotor. This results in the rotating wheel or rotor comes to rest/ neutral. A rising style of brake system, electromagnetic 

brakes use an electric motor that is included in the automobile which help the vehicle come to a stop.  These types of 

brakes are in most hybrid vehicles and use an electric motor to charge the batteries and regenerative brakes.  On 

occasion, some buses will use it as a secondary retarder brake. A rising style of brake system, electromagnetic brakes 

use an electric motor that is included in the automobile which help the vehicle come to a stop.  These types of brakes are 
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in most hybrid vehicles and use an electric motor to charge the batteries and regenerative brakes.  On occasion, some 

buses will use it as a secondary retarder brake. An  electromagnet  is  made  by  winding  the  copper  wire  with  the 

cylindrical  body  and  attached  to  its  base [4], [5].  Furthermore, an U shaped metal rod is welded with a L shaped 

metal bar forming a brake shoe and then its end are rest inside the electromagnet. Also a fan is also attached to motor 

and the motor is attached to the base. So the electromagnet and the motors of wheel and fan are circuited to an external 

battery and by turning it on, they work respectively [6], [7]. 

Conclusion 

This report presents the performance analysis of an electromagnetic braking system that includes several components 

with its cost effectiveness and efficient methodologies to utilize the supplied energy. With the application of the 

effective and strong electromagnet we can have greater efficient braking system.  
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